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METHOD OF CONTROLLING RELAY COMMUNICATION

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a communication

method for a communication system including a relay station,

and more particularly, to a method in which a relay station

(RS) reports a channel status between the RS and a mobile

terminal to a base station (BS) in order to allow the BS to

decide whether or not to communicate with the terminal

through the RS.

Background Art

A relay station (RS) has been proposed to increase

the cell coverage and the throughput of a mobile

communication system. The RS supports an IEEE 802. 16e

terminal, has some of the functions of a base station (BS) ,

and performs the functions of an active repeater including

mobility, RRM, and security functions and a PMP-based RS

network entry function. The RS can remove noise by

decoding a signal received from a transmitting end and

encoding and transmitting it to a receiving end. The RS

also functions as a digital amplifier that can achieve a

higher throughput using higher data rate coding. However,

the RS has a delay problem that may occur in decoding and

encoding processes. The RS also has a problem associated

with backward compatibility with PMP mode.



The RS is classified into the following types

according to mobility.

1 . Fixed RS: This RS is permanently fixed to provide

services normally in a shadow area and to increase the cell

coverage. This RS can perform simple repeater functions.

2 . Nomadic RS: This RS is temporarily installed when

the number of users is suddenly increased. This RS can be

moved arbitrarily inside a building.

3 . Mobile RS: This RS can be installed on mass

transportation such as buses or subway trains.

Methods for the RS using frequency bands can be

divided into the following three methods.

1 . First Method: The RS provides services using a new

frequency band different from that used by the BS.

2 . Second Method: The RS is assigned the same

frequency band as that used by the BS and provides services

using the assigned frequency band.

3 . Third Method: The RS transfers received control

signals or data after simple amplification to the BS using

the same frequency band as that used by the BS.

FIG. 1 illustrates a network including an RS. The

basic purpose of the RS is to increase the service coverage

of the BS or to provide services normally by installing it

in a shadow area.

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a conventional frame



structure for the RS.

A downlink (DL) relay zone and an uplink (UL) relay

zone for the RS are set in the frame. Data that the BS

transmits to the RS is allocated as a burst to a downlink

zone of the frame and data that the RS transmits to a

mobile terminal or station (MS) is allocated to a downlink

zone thereof. When the mobile terminal has data to be

transmitted to the BS, the mobile terminal transmits the

data using a zone allocated to the terminal in the uplink

zone of the RS and the RS include the data into a zone

allocated to the RS in the uplink.

FIG. 3 illustrates a conventional OFDMA physical

layer frame structure.

A downlink sub-frame starts with a preamble that is

used for synchronization and equalization in the physical

layer. The preamble is followed by a downlink map (DL-MAP)

message and an uplink map (UL-MAP) message which define

positions and usages of bursts allocated to the downlink

and uplink. The overall structure of the frame is defined

by the downlink map (DL-MAP) and uplink map (UL-MAP)

messages .

The DL-MAP message defines usages of bursts allocated

to a downlink zone in a burst mode physical layer and the

UL-MAP message defines usages of bursts allocated to an

uplink zone. Information elements (IE), which configure



the DL-MAP message, include Downlink Interval Usage Codes

(DIUCs), Connection IDs (CIDs), and burst position

information (a subchannel offset, a symbol offset, the

number of subchannels, and the number of symbols), which

allow the user to identify the corresponding downlink

traffic intervals. On the other hand, each information

element of the UL-MAP message specifies the position of a

corresponding interval by a duration defined in the

information element and specifies its usage by an Uplink

Interval Usage Code (UIUC) for each Connection ID (CID) .

That is, the usages of the intervals of the UL-MAP message

are defined by corresponding UIUCs used in the UL-MAP

message. The interval of each UL-MAP information element

(IE) starts at a position at a distance, corresponding to a

duration defined in a previous UL-MAP IE, from the start of

the previous UL-MAP IE.

The following is a more detailed description of the

UL-MAP message.

The UL-MAP message is used to assign the grant to use

an uplink channel. Consecutive IEs that define usages of

the uplink intervals are used to define the usages of

uplink bursts and to define the usages of uplink resources

assigned to them in units of OFDMA symbols and subchannel

blocks .

UL-MAP Information Elements (IEs) will now be



described.

The UL-MAP IEs specify information regarding band

allocation to the uplink. Each UL-MAP message includes at

least one IE in order to indicate the end of the last burst.

The order of IEs transmitted through the UL-MAP is

determined by a physical layer used. The CID assigns the

IE to unicast, multicast, and broadcast addresses. A basic

CID of the mobile terminal is used as the CID when a

bandwidth grant is explicitly set to be assigned. The UIUC

is used to specify a usage of the uplink and its associated

uplink burst profile. In the case of each UIUC for use in

the UL-MAP message, it is necessary that an

Uplink_Burst_Prof ile be included in an Uplink Channel

Descriptor (UCD) . All the IEs must be supported by

terminals. The BS may use any of these IEs when creating a

UL-MAP message.

The following Tables 1 to 3 illustrate examples of

the DL-MAP message and the UL-MAP message.

[Table 1 ]



[Table 2]



[Table 3]





The following is a description of how a CQICH channel

and a REP-REQ/RSP MAC management message are used in a

conventional method for a BS requesting downlink signal

quality information of a mobile terminal in a mobile

communication system.

(1) CQICH Channel

In one method in which the BS acquires downlink

signal quality information of a mobile terminal, respective

subchannels to be used for terminals are set after a

specific zone in a two-dimensional uplink map is previously

assigned as a dedicated channel zone.

As shown in FIG. 3 , a slot is set for each mobile

terminal (MS) using a CQICH_Alloc_IE or a

CQICH_Enhance_Allocation_IE after a CQICH channel zone is

previously assigned using a FAST-FEEDBACK channel in a UL-

MAP IE in a UL-MAP message. For example, a first MS (MS#1)

can set CQICH#1, a second MS (MS#2) can set CQICH#2 and

CQICH#3, and a third MS (MS#3) can set CQICH#4.

The CQICH_Alloc_IE is used to dynamically assign a

CQICH to the uplink of the terminal or to cancel the



assigned zone. Once a CQICH is assigned, the terminal

transmits signal quality information through the assigned

CQICH zone with a duration set in the CQICH_Alloc_IE. If

the terminal cancels the assigned CQICH, i.e., sets the

duration in the CQICH_Alloc_IE to zero, the terminal

transmits no signal quality information to the BS.

The following table illustrates an example

CQICH_Alloc_IE.

[Table 4 ]







k cycle bits permutation mode feedback
ObOl = The MIMO and
permutation mode
indication shall be
transmitted on the CQICH
indexed by the CQICH_ID
every four allocated
CQICH transmission
opportunity. The first
indication is sent on the
fourth allocated CQICH
frame transmission
opportunity.
ObIO = The MIMO mode and
permutation mode
indication shall be
transmitted on the CQICH
indexed by the CQICH_ID
every eight allocated
CQICH transmission
opportunity. The first
indication is sent on the
eighth allocated CQICH
trans -mission
opportunity.
ObIl = The MIMO mode and
permutation mode
indication shall be
transmitted on the CQICH
indexed by the CQICH_ID
every 16 allocated CQICH
transmission opportunity.
The first indication is
sent on the 16th
allocated CQICH
transmission opportunity.

Padding van Number of bits required
able to align to byte length,

shall be set to zero.

}

(2) REP-REQ/RSP MAC Message

A . REP-REQ (Channel Measurement Report Request)

This message is used when a BS that operates in a

band of HGHz or less requests downlink channel measurement



results such as RSSI and CINR information of a mobile

terminal .

The following table illustrates an example report

request (REP-REQ) message format.

[Table 5A]

The following tables illustrate TLV-encoded

parameters of the REP-REQ message.

[Table 5B]

A signal quality information report response message

needs to be used to respond to a list of report request

channel measurements received by the mobile terminal.

[Table 5C]

Name Type Length Value

Bit #0 = 1 Include DFS Basic

report
Report type 1.1 1

Bit #1 = 1 Include CINR report

Bit #2 = 1 Include RSSI report











B . REP-RSP (Channel Measurement Report Response)

The mobile terminal uses this message in order to

respond to channel measurements listed in a received report

request. The terminal transmits a channel measurement

report response message including measurement results of

channels listed in a received channel measurement report

request. The reported channel quality type is determined

according to the type of a channel currently used for

communication with the BS. The following Table 6A

illustrates a channel measurement report response message

format .

[Table 6A]



A report of channel types and information reported

through the channel measurement report response message

include parameters as shown in the following Table 6B .

[Table 6B]



The RS described above in the conventional

technologies can be fixedly installed between a base

station (BS) and a terminal. The conventional RS also can

be installed on a moving vehicle to increase the service

coverage of the BS or to reduce shadow areas.

However, there is no conventional technology which

suggests a method for deciding when to perform direct

communication between the BS and the terminal and when to

perform relay communication through the RS.

The conventional communication system provides a

method in which the BS receives, directly from a mobile

terminal, signal quality information of downlink/uplink

channels between the BS and the mobile terminal. According

to this signal quality information of downlink/uplink

channels, MS performs handover.

However, no conventional communication technologies

provide a method for the communication system including the

RS in which the terminal, the RS, and the BS can

communicate with each other according to changes of status



of radio channel.

Disclosure of Invention

An object of the present invention devised to solve

the problems lies on providing a method in which a BS

decides whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication with a terminal and controls the

communication in a broadband wireless access system.

It is another object of the present invention to

provide a method for controlling data communication between

the RS, the terminal, and the BS according to changes in

communication environments in the communication system

including the RS .

The object of the present invention can be achieved

by providing a relay communication control method applied

to a broadband wireless access system including a relay

station, the method comprising obtaining information

regarding a channel status between a base station and a

terminal; obtaining information regarding a channel status

between the relay station and the terminal if it is

determined, by checking the information regarding the

channel status between the base station and the terminal,

that a specified condition is satisfied; comparing the

channel status between the base station and the terminal

with the channel status between the relay station and the

terminal; and performing direct communication or relay



communication between the base station and the terminal,

according to the comparison.

In another aspect of the present invention, provided

herein is a relay communication control method applied to a

broadband wireless access system including a relay station,

the method comprising periodically obtaining information

regarding a channel status between a base station and a

terminal and information regarding a channel status between

the relay station and the terminal; comparing the channel

status between the base station and the terminal with the

channel status between the relay station and the terminal;

and performing direct communication or relay communication

between the base station and the terminal, according to the

comparison.

The present invention relates to a terminal that

communicates with a BS through an RS. The present

invention provides a method for the RS reporting to the BS

when information regarding uplink/downlink signal quality

between the RS and the terminal is reduced. In the

description of the present invention, the term "signal

quality information" refers to information (or value)

regarding the signal quality such as CINR or RSSI

information (or value) . The present invention also

provides a mechanism ensuring that, when a terminal in the

coverage of the BS receives a service from the BS through



the RS, the RS reports a channel status between the RS and

the terminal to the BS. The present invention also

provides a method for relaying a service, which has been

relayed through a first specific RS, through a second

specific RS.

In another aspect of the present invention, provided

herein is a method for reporting a channel status in a

communication system including at least one relay station

including a first relay station communicating with a base

station and at least one terminal, the method comprising

the first relay station measuring a channel quality with a

first terminal; and comparing the measured channel quality

with a threshold and transmitting a report message to the

base station according to the comparison, wherein the

report message is a message requesting the base station to

measure a channel quality of at least one of a second relay

station and the first terminal in communication with the

base station.

In a further aspect of the present invention,

provided herein is a method for reporting a channel status

in a communication system including a base station

communicating with at least one of one or more terminals

and one or more relay stations, the method comprising the

base station receiving a report message requesting channel

quality measurement from a first relay station that



performs relaying for a first terminal/ and measuring a

channel quality of at least one of the first terminal and a

second relay station according to the report message.

In another aspect of the present invention, provided

herein is a method for reporting a channel status in a

communication system including one or more relay stations

and at least one base station, the method comprising a

terminal in communication with the communication system

transmitting data to a first relay station; and receiving

data transmitted through a data path selected according to

a channel quality measured by the transmitted data, wherein

the data path is determined based on comparison of the

measured channel quality with a channel quality between the

terminal and one of the base station and a second relay

station.

Brief Description of Drawings

The accompanying drawings, which are included to

provide a further understanding of the invention,

illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with

the description serve to explain the principle of the

invention.

In the drawings :

FIG. 1 illustrates a network including an RS.

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a conventional frame

structure for the RS.



FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a conventional OFDMA

physical layer frame structure.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method for deciding

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method for deciding

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication;

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method for deciding

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication;

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a method for deciding

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication;

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method for deciding

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a method for deciding

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication;

FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a communication

system for implementing an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 11 is a process flow diagram according to the

embodiment of the present invention.



Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

The above and other objects, features, and advantages

of the invention will be more clearly understood from the

following detailed description of the preferred embodiments

of the present invention.

A method for controlling communication through an RS

according to a first embodiment of the present invention

will now be described.

FIRST EMBODIMENT

A base station (BS) compares an uplink signal quality

between the BS and a terminal with an uplink signal quality

of signals received by the BS through a relay station (RS)

and decides whether to perform direct communication with

the terminal or to allow the RS to relay signals

communicated between the BS and the terminal. If the BS

determines that it is necessary to increase the throughput,

the BS attempts to relay signals for the terminal through

the RS.

In order to obtain uplink signal quality information

of the terminal, the BS causes the terminal to transmit

signal quality information periodically or when a specific

condition is satisfied.

The terminal can use a specific channel or a MAC

message to transmit signal quality information periodically

or when a specific condition is satisfied. For example,



the specific channel includes a CQICH and the MAC message

includes a REP-REQ/RSP MAC management message.

The following is a description of a procedure in

which, while a BS and a terminal communicate directly with

each other, an RS starts to relay signals communicated

between the BS and the terminal.

If, while receiving a service from a BS, a terminal

moves to the coverage of an RS or moves away from the BS so

that an uplink signal quality of the terminal received by

the BS is lowered or if the BS attempts to increase the

throughput of communication with the terminal through the

RS, the BS checks uplink signal quality information between

the terminal and the BS. In particular, the BS compares the

uplink signal quality information with uplink signal

quality information obtained when an RS is present between

the BS and the terminal. If the signal quality or the

throughput with the RS is higher than the uplink signal

quality without involving the RS, the BS provides a service

to the terminal through the RS.

Examples of a method in which the BS obtains signal

quality information which is received by the RS are

described as follows. The Method relates to a CQICH and a

REP-REQ/RSP MAC management message.

The terminal which is present in the coverage of the

BS can receive services from the BS through the RS. Uplink



signal quality information between the terminal and the RS

can be transmitted to the BS periodically or when a

specific condition is satisfied.

First, a method for transmitting signal quality

information through a CQICH when a specific condition is

satisfied is described below.

A BS can allocates a CQICH for a terminal to an

uplink and request downlink signal quality information from

the terminal. If a measured value of the downlink signal

quality information transmitted from the terminal to the BS

or an uplink signal quality which is measured by the BS is

less than a reference value, the BS requests the terminal

to transmit downlink signal quality information via the

CQICH channel. The BS can measure the uplink signal quality

using the measured value of the downlink signal quality

information transmitted from the terminal.

In addition, the BS sets the RS to monitor an uplink

from the terminal and the RS, which has obtained uplink

signal quality information of the terminal, requests the BS

to allocate a CQICH zone. Specifically, if the terminal

transmits downlink signal quality information through a

CQICH zone, the RS receives the information from the

terminal and checks uplink signal quality information

between the terminal and the RS. Then, the RS transmits

the uplink signal quality information between the terminal



and the RS through the CQICH zone corresponding to the

terminal which the BS has allocated. If the uplink signal

quality information transmitted for the RS and the uplink

signal quality information obtained by the RS are higher

than signal quality information received directly from the

terminal and higher than a reference value, the BS provides

a service to the terminal through the RS.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method

for deciding whether to perform direct communication or

relay communication.

As shown in FIG. 4 , a base station (BS) allocates a

CQICH to a first terminal or mobile station (MS) , a second

terminal, and a third terminal and requests downlink signal

quality information from the terminals (S401-S403) . The BS

receives signal quality information from the terminals

(S404-S406) and determines, using the received information,

whether or not the received quality of each of the

terminals is less than a reference value.

If the received quality of any of the second and

third terminals is less than the reference value, the base

station requests an RS to monitor an uplink of the

corresponding terminal (S408-S409) . Each of the second and

third terminals transmits signal quality information

through a corresponding CQICH (S410-S413).. Then, if the RS

obtains the signal quality information transmitted from the



second and third terminals and radio resources are

allocated by the BS to transmit signal quality information

(S414), the RS transmits uplink signal quality information

of each of the second and third terminals through a CQICH

zone (S415-S416) . If uplink signal quality information

received through the RS and uplink signal quality

information obtained by RS are higher than uplink signal

quality information received directly from each of the

first and second terminals, the BS performs relay

communication with the second and third terminals through

the RS (S417-S419) .

The following is a description of a method for

transmitting signal quality information using a MAC

management message when a specific condition is satisfied.

If downlink signal quality information transmitted

from a terminal to a BS or uplink signal quality

information, measured by the downlink signal quality

information which is received by the BS, is less than a

reference value, the BS allocates radio uplink resources to

the terminal. The BS also transmits a message requesting

the RS to monitor the uplink signal quality of the terminal.

If each terminal to which the BS has allocated radio uplink

resources has data to transmit to the BS, the terminal

transmits the data. If the terminal has no data to be

transmitted to the BS, the terminal performs periodic



ranging .

If the terminal transmits data, the RS transmits

uplink signal quality information of the data received from

the terminal using radio resources which the BS has

allocated to the RS. When the terminal performs periodic

ranging, the terminal transmits a ranging request message

to the BS through the RS. Through the ranging request

message, the RS can obtain uplink signal quality

information from the terminal. The RS can transmit the

uplink signal quality information of the terminal, which

the RS has obtained, through a MAC message to the BS. The

BS compares the uplink signal quality information

transmitted by the RS with uplink signal quality

information received directly from the terminal and decides

whether to perform direct communication or relay

communication with the terminal.

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method

for deciding whether to perform direct communication or

relay communication. As shown in FIG. 5 , if a BS requests

downlink signal quality information from each of first and

second terminals through a REP-REQ message (S501, S503),

then each of the terminals transmits downlink signal

quality information to the BS through a REP-RSP message

(S502, S504) . The BS checks the received downlink signal

quality of each of the terminals and/or an uplink signal



quality measured by the REP-RSP. If the downlink signal

quality and/or the uplink signal quality is less than a

reference value, the BS allocates radio uplink resources of

the corresponding terminal (the first terminal in the

example of FIG. 5 ) (S505) . The BS then requests each RS to

monitor an uplink between the corresponding terminal and

the RS (S506, S507) .

The terminal (the first terminal in the example of

FIG. 5), to which the BS has allocated an uplink radio

resources, checks whether or not it has data to be

transmitted to the BS. If the terminal has data to be

transmitted, the terminal transmits the data through the

allocated radio uplink resources (S508). If the terminal

transmits data to the base station, the RS (the first RS in

the example of FIG. 5 ) transmits uplink signal quality

information of the data received from the terminal to the

BS by incorporating the uplink signal quality information

into a MAC message. If it has no data to be transmitted to

the BS, the terminal performs periodic ranging.

Specifically, the terminal transmits a ranging request

message to the BS and the RS (S511, S512) . The RS can

receive the uplink signal quality through the ranging

request message received from the terminal. The RS

transmits signal quality information between the RS and the

terminal to the BS through a MAC message signal quality



report response message (REP-RSDetect-RSP) (S513) .

The BS compares uplink signal quality information,

measured by the signal quality report response message

(REP-REDetect-RSP) , and/or the uplink signal quality

information of the terminal, which the RS has obtained and

transmitted to the BS, with uplink signal quality

information received directly from the terminal. If the

uplink signal quality information of the terminal received

through the RS is higher than the uplink signal quality

information received directly from the terminal and higher

than a reference value, the BS provides services to the

terminal through the RS (the first RS in the example of FIG.

5 ) (S514, S515) .

The BS can cause the RS to periodically report uplink

signal quality information between the terminal and the RS

to the BS. The BS also decides, using the reported

information, whether to perform direct communication or

relay communication.

First, a method for receiving signal quality

information through a CQICH is described below.

The BS allocates a CQICH for a terminal to the uplink

and periodically checks downlink signal quality information

which the terminal has transmitted to the BS, or uplink

signal quality information of this downlink information.

Specifically, the BS requests the terminal to transmit



downlink signal quality information via the CQICH and sets

the RS to monitor an uplink from the terminal during a

corresponding period. Upon receiving the uplink signal

quality information of the terminal, the RS requests the BS

to allocate a CQICH zone. If each terminal transmits

downlink signal quality information through a CQICH zone,

the RS receives the information and checks uplink signal

quality information and then transmits the signal quality

information between the terminal and the RS through a CQICH

zone of the corresponding terminal.

The BS compares the two signal quality information

values between the terminal and the RS with the directly

received signal quality information. If the uplink signal

quality information received through the RS is higher than

the directly received signal quality information and higher

than a reference value, the BS provides services to the

terminal through the RS. This procedure is repeated during

the corresponding period. If the period is completed or if

the CQICH is de-allocated, then the procedures are canceled.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method

for deciding whether to perform direct communication or

relay communication.

As shown in FIG. 6 , a BS allocates respective areas

for a first RS, a first terminal, a second terminal, and a

third terminal in a Fast-Feedback channel zone. The BS



then requests downlink signal quality information of the

first RS, the first terminal, the second terminal, and the

third terminal (S601-S604). The BS requests the first RS

to monitor uplink signal quality information received from

the first terminal, the second terminal, and the third

terminal (S605) . Each of the first terminal, the second

terminal, and the third terminal transmits the signal

quality information through the corresponding CQICH (S606-

S612) .

In order to obtain uplink signal quality information

of each terminal, which the first RS has obtained, the BS

allocates a CQICH of the first RS (S613) . The first RS

transmits the respective uplink quality information of the

first terminal, the second terminal, and the third terminal,

which the first RS has obtained, through the allocated

CQICH areas of the first RS (S614-S616) .

If the uplink signal quality information received

through the first RS and/or the uplink signal quality

information of a terminal, which the first RS has obtained,

is higher than uplink signal quality information received

directly from the terminal and is also higher than a

reference value, the BS performs relay communication with

the terminal through the RS (S617-S619) .

A method for periodically receiving signal quality

information using a MAC message will now be described.



To obtain the uplink signal quality information of a

terminal, a BS periodically allocates uplink radio

resources to the terminal and transmits a MAC message to an

RS to request to monitor the uplink of the terminal. If

each terminal, to which the BS has assigned an uplink, has

data to be transmitted to the BS, the terminal transmits

the data and, if the terminal has no data to be transmitted

to the BS, the terminal performs periodic ranging.

If the terminal transmits data to the BS, the RS

transmits uplink signal quality information of the data

obtained from the terminal via allocated radio resources.

When the terminal performs periodic ranging, the terminal

transmits a ranging request message to the BS through the

RS. Through the ranging request message, the RS can

receive uplink signal quality information from the terminal.

The RS transmits the uplink signal quality information of

the terminal, which the RS has received, via a MAC message

to the BS. Upon receiving data from the RS, the BS

compares uplink signal quality information of the reception

of this data and/or uplink signal quality information

between the RS and the terminal transmitted from the RS

with uplink signal quality information received directly

from the terminal. If the uplink signal quality

information of the terminal received through the RS is

higher than the uplink signal quality information received



directly from the terminal, the BS provides services to the

terminal through the RS.

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method

for deciding whether to perform direct communication or

relay communication. A BS allocates respective radio

uplink resources to first and second terminals (S701, S702).

The BS transmits a signal quality detection report request

message (REP-RSDetect-REQ) to first and second RSs to allow

the first and second RSs to monitor respective uplinks from

the first and second terminals (S703, S704) .

If the first terminal, to which the BS has allocated

radio uplink resources, has data to be transmitted to the

BS, the first terminal transmits the data using the

allocated radio uplink resources (S705, S706) . If the

first terminal transmits the data to the BS, the RS checks

an uplink signal quality of the data obtained from the

terminal and transmits the signal quality information to

the BS through a signal quality detection report response

message (REP-RSDetect-RSP) (S707) .

If the second terminal has no data to be transmitted

to the BS, the second terminal performs periodic ranging.

Specifically, the second terminal transmits a ranging

request message (RNG-REQ) (S708, S709) . The second RS can

confirm uplink signal quality information from the ranging

request message (RNG-REQ) obtained from the second terminal.



The second RS transmits the received uplink signal quality

information of the terminal via a signal quality detection

report response message (REP-RSDetect-RSP) to the BS (S710) .

Using the received information, the BS determines whether

or not the signal quality when the BS performs direct

communication with the terminal is higher than the signal

quality when the BS performs relay communication with the

terminal using the RS. If it is determined that the signal

quality of the direct communication is higher than the

signal quality of the relay communication, the BS performs

direct communication with the terminal. On the other hand,

if it is determined that the signal quality of the direct

communication is lower than the signal quality of the relay

communication, the BS performs relay communication with the

terminal using the RS.

The BS provides a service to the terminal through the

RS (S711, S712) . If uplink signal quality information of

the terminal received through the RS is higher than uplink

signal quality information received directly from the

terminal, the BS performs communication with the terminal

without involving the RS (S713) .

If a period for receiving the uplink signal quality

information the is nonzero and the BS provides a service to

the terminal through the RS, the BS allocates an uplink

resources to the terminal through the RS and, if the



terminal has data to be transmitted to the BS, the terminal

transmits the data via the allocated resources (S714-S717) .

If the first terminal transmits data to the BS, the first

RS checks uplink signal quality information of the data

received from the terminal and transmits the uplink signal

quality information to the BS via a REP-RSDetect-RSP

message which is response to the REP-RSDetect-REQ message

(S718) .

If the first terminal has no data to be transmitted

to the BS, the first terminal performs periodic ranging.

When the first terminal performs periodic ranging, the

first terminal transmits a RNG-REQ message to the BS

through the first RS (S719, S720) . The first RS can

receive uplink signal quality information of the first

terminal from the RNG-REQ message. The first RS transmits

the uplink signal quality information of the terminal,

which the first RS has obtained, via a REP-RSDetect-RSP

message to the BS. If the BS requests the downlink signal

quality information of the terminal directly from the

terminal without involving the RS, the BS returns to the

process of step S701.

A description will now be given of a method in which

a BS and a terminal switch to perform direct communication

with each other while performing relay communication with

each other using an RS. In the case that a terminal in the



coverage of an RS transmits uplink signal quality

information between a BS and the terminal directly to the

BS without involving the RS, the BS provides a service

directly to the terminal without involving the RS if the

uplink signal quality information received by the BS

directly from the terminal is similar to or higher than

uplink signal quality information of the terminal received

by the RS.

If, while receiving a service from the BS through the

RS, the terminal leaves the coverage of the RS or

approaches the BS so that uplink signal quality information

of the terminal received by the BS is improved or if the BS

desires to transmit data directly to the terminal without

involving the RS, the BS compares the uplink signal quality

information received from the terminal with uplink signal

quality information obtained when an RS is present between

the terminal and the BS. If the uplink signal quality

information between the BS and the terminal received

directly from the terminal is similar to or higher than the

uplink signal quality information between the BS and the

terminal received through the RS, the BS provides the

service directly to the terminal without involving the RS.

The following is a description of a procedure in

which, while a BS and a terminal communicate directly with

each other, an RS is allowed to relay signals communicated



between the BS and the terminal.

If downlink signal quality information of the

terminal received by the BS through the RS or uplink signal

quality information measured by the downlink signal quality

information is less than a reference value or if

downlink/uplink signal quality information received by the

BS from the terminal is higher than the reference value and

is also similar to or higher than downlink/uplink signal

quality information of the terminal received through the RS,

the BS requests uplink signal quality information of the

terminal .

In order to obtain downlink signal quality

information of the terminal, the BS allocates a CQICH zone

to the terminal. The BS can allocate the CQICH zone

directly to the terminal and can also allocate the CQICH

zone through the RS. If downlink signal quality

information of each terminal included in a CQICH zone of

the terminal or uplink signal quality information of the

reception of the downlink signal quality information is

higher than the reference value and is also higher than

uplink signal quality information of the terminal received

through an RS, the BS provides a service directly to the

terminal without involving the RS.

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method

for deciding whether to perform direct communication or



relay communication.

In the case where a BS allocates a CQICH zone for

receiving downlink signal quality information of a terminal,

the BS requests downlink signal quality information of the

terminal (a first terminal in the example of FIG. 8 ) (S801) .

The BS checks downlink signal quality information of the

terminal received by the BS or uplink signal quality

information measured by the downlink signal quality

information (S802). If the signal quality information is

equal to or higher than a reference value, the BS requests

that an RS (a first RS in the example of FIG. 8 ) monitor an

uplink of the terminal (i.e., the first terminal) which

provides the signal quality information equal to or higher

than the reference value (S803) and then requests that the

terminal transmit its downlink signal quality information

through a CQICH allocated to the terminal (S804) .

The first terminal transmits downlink signal quality

information between the first terminal and the BS to the BS

via the allocated CQICH (S805) . The first RS receives

uplink signal quality information between the first RS and

the first terminal (S806) . The BS allocates a CQICH zone

for the first RS to allow the first RS to transmit the

received uplink signal quality information of the first

terminal (S807) . The first RS transmits the received

uplink signal quality information of the first terminal



through the allocated CQICH zone of the first RS (S808) .

If uplink signal quality information received directly from

the first terminal without involving the first RS is higher

than the uplink signal quality information of the first

terminal received through the first RS, the BS provides a

service directly to the first terminal without involving

the first RS (S809) .

In order to obtain quality information of uplink

signals received from the terminal, the BS allocates an

uplink zone of the terminal through the RS or allocates an

uplink zone directly to the terminal without involving the

RS.

In the former case where the BS allocates an uplink

zone of the terminal through the RS, if the terminal has

data to be transmitted to the BS, the terminal transmits

the data to the RS via the allocated zone and the RS then

transmits the data to the BS. If the terminal has no data

to be transmitted to the BS, the terminal performs periodic

ranging and requests a ranging procedure through the BS.

Here, the BS can obtain quality information of uplink

signals of the terminal received through the RS. If the

uplink signal quality information received through the RS

is less than the reference value, the BS allocates an

uplink resources directly to the terminal to transmit data

directly to the terminal or obtains quality information of



uplink signals of the terminal received from the RS through

periodic ranging. If the uplink signal quality information

received directly from the terminal is equal to or higher

than the reference value and is also higher than the uplink

signal quality information of the terminal received through

the RS, the BS provides a service directly to the terminal

without involving the RS.

In the latter case where the BS allocates an uplink

zone directly to the terminal without involving the RS, if

uplink signal quality information of the terminal obtained

directly from the terminal is equal to or higher than the

reference value and is also higher than uplink signal

quality information of the terminal received through the RS,

the BS provides a service directly to the terminal without

involving the RS.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method

for deciding whether to perform direct communication or

relay communication. As shown in FIG. 9 , when a BS

performs communication with a first terminal through a

first RS, the BS allocates an uplink area of the first

terminal to an uplink zone of the first RS (S901) and

allocates the uplink allocation area of the first terminal

through the first RS (S902) . The BS transmits a REP-

RSDetect-REQ message to the first RS to allow the first RS

to monitor an uplink from the first terminal (S903) .



If the first terminal has data to be transmitted to

the BS, the first terminal transmits the data to the first

RS and the first RS then transmits the data to the BS (S904,

S905) . Here, the first RS can obtain uplink signal quality

information from the first terminal. The first RS

transmits the received uplink signal quality information to

the BS via a REP-RSDetect-RSP message (S906) . If the first

terminal has no data to be transmitted to the BS, the first

terminal performs periodic ranging. To perform the

periodic ranging, the first terminal transmits a RNG-REQ

message to the first RS and the first RS then transmits it

to the BS (S907, S908) . Here, the first RS can obtain

uplink signal quality information from the first terminal.

The first RS transmits the received uplink signal quality

information of the first terminal to the BS via a REP-

RSDetect-RSP message (S909) . If the uplink signal quality

information of the first terminal received through the

first RS (RS#1) is less than a reference value, the BS

allocates uplink resources to the first terminal (S910) .

If the first terminal, to which the BS has allocated uplink

resources, has data to be transmitted to the BS, the first

terminal transmits the data via the uplink area allocated

to the first terminal (S912) . Here, the BS can receive

uplink signal quality information from the first terminal.

If the first terminal has no data to be transmitted to the



BS, the first terminal transmits a RNG-REQ message to the

BS. Here, the first terminal can obtain uplink signal

quality information from the first terminal (S915) . If the

uplink signal quality information between the BS and the

first terminal is equal to or higher than the reference

value and is also higher than uplink signal quality

information of the first terminal received through the

first RS, the BS provides a service directly to the first

terminal without involving the first RS (S918) .

In the case that the BS communicates directly with

the first terminal without involving the first RS, the BS

allocates an uplink of the first terminal (S910) and the BS

transmits a REP-RSDetect-REQ message to the first RS to

request the first RS to monitor uplink signal quality

information received from the first terminal (S911) .

If the first terminal, to which the BS has allocated

uplink resources, has data to be transmitted to the BS, the

first terminal transmits the data via the resources

allocated to the first terminal. Here, the BS can receive

uplink signal quality information of the first terminal

(S912) . The first RS can obtain uplink signal quality

information from the first terminal (S913) . The first RS

transmits the uplink signal quality information of the

first terminal to the BS via a REP-RSDetect-RSP message

(S914).



If the first terminal has no data to be transmitted

to the BS, the first terminal transmits a RNG-REQ message

to the BS. Here, the BS can receive uplink signal quality

information of the first terminal (S915) . The first RS can

obtain uplink signal quality information from the first

terminal. The first RS transmits the received uplink

signal quality information of the first terminal to the BS

via a REQ-RSDetect-RSP message (S914) . If the uplink

signal quality information between the BS and the first

terminal is equal to or higher than the reference value and

is also higher than uplink signal quality information of

the first terminal received through the first RS, the BS

provides a service to the first terminal without involving

the first RS (S918) .

The BS periodically receives uplink signal quality

information from a terminal and an RS and, using this

information, the BS can decide whether to perform direct

communication or relay communication through the RS.

Specifically, the BS periodically requests uplink signal

quality information between the terminal and the RS. In

order to obtain the quality information of downlink/uplink

signals received from the terminal, the BS obtains uplink

signal quality information of the terminal through the RS

or receives uplink signal quality information directly from

the terminal without involving the RS.



The present invention suggests a method in which a BS

checks uplink signal quality information between the BS, a

terminal, and an RS periodically or when a specific event

has occurred. In this method, if an RS is present between

the BS and the terminal, the BS decides whether or not to

perform relay communication through the RS by comparing

uplink signal quality information between the BS and the

terminal with uplink signal quality information between the

BS, the RS, and the terminal. Accordingly, the BS can

provide a seamless service and the coverage of the BS can

be increased and the service can also be provided normally

even in shadow areas. In addition, the BS can perform

group-based management of terminals that receive services

from the BS through RSs, thereby allowing efficient

resource distribution of the BS and also reducing power

consumption of terminals.

Table 7 is a table of UIUC values.

[Table 7 ]



15 Extended UIUC

Table 8 illustrates an example where the type of UIUC

is 15, i.e., when an extended UIUC is selected. "Extended

UIUC = OB" indicates RS-Detect-MS_IE and "Extended UIUC =

OC" indicates RS-CQICH_Alloc_IE .

Table 8 is a table illustrating an example of a REP-

RSDetect-RSP message.

[Table 8 ]

Table 9 illustrates an example of an RS-Detect M S IE

format .

[Table 9 ]
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Table 10 illustrates an example of a RS-

CQICH_Alloc_IE format.

[Table 10]



Table 11 illustrates an example of a REP-RSDetect-REQ

message.

[Table 11]

Table 12 illustrates an example of a REP-RSDetect-RSP

essage.

[Table 12]



SECOND EMBODIMENT

A second embodiment of the present invention includes

an example of a method for reporting a channel status in a

system including an RS. The second embodiment will now be

described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

An embodiment of the present invention relates to a

terminal which communicates with a base station (BS)

through a relay station (RS) . The BS is a node which is

connected to the backbone network to communicate with the

RS and the terminal. The RS is a node which communicates

with the BS. Preferably, the RS communicates data

wirelessly with the BS. More preferably, the RS

communicates with the BS according to an OFDM/OFDMA scheme.



The RS performs relaying between the BS and the terminal.

The term "relaying" refers to a series of communication

processes of receiving data destined for the terminal from

the BS and transmitting it to the terminal and receiving

data destined for the BS from the terminal and transmitting

it to the BS. Preferably, the relaying is performed

according to the OFDM/OFDMA scheme as described above.

Preferably, the relaying is performed according to a

variety of communication schemes such that data encoded

according to a first scheme is received and decoded and the

decoded data is encoded according to the first scheme or a

second scheme and the encoded data is then transmitted to

the BS. The relaying may include a process of amplifying

and transmitting/receiving communication data signals of

the terminal. The relaying may also include a process of

attaching additional data to data received from the

terminal and then transmitting it to the BS or a process of

transforming and transmitting data received from the

terminal to the BS. The RS is connected to the BS. There

is no limit on the number of RSs. The terminal is a node

that is connected to the BS or the RS and may be a mobile

terminal that is movable or a stationary terminal that is

fixed to a specific position.

In an embodiment of the present invention, the RS

requests the BS to measure a channel quality when a



specific event has occurred. Specifically, this embodiment

provides a mechanism ensuring that, when a terminal in the

coverage of the BS receives a communication service from

the BS through the RS, the RS reports a channel status

between the RS and the terminal to the BS. This embodiment

also provides a method for relaying a service, which has

been relayed through a first specific RS, through a second

specific RS.

The RS requests the BS to measure the channel quality

as described above. The channel quality request is made by

an RS (hereinafter referred to as a first RS) which

currently performs relaying for the terminal. The channel

quality may be a channel quality between the BS and an RS

(hereinafter referred to as a second RS) other than the

first RS or a channel quality between the BS and the

terminal. The channel quality indicates a channel status

between specific nodes and, for example, the quality of

signals transmitted through an uplink or the quality of

signals transmitted through a downlink. The channel

quality can be measured according to a variety of methods.

For example, a specific channel to be subjected to channel

quality measurement is set and the set channel is then

monitored to measure its quality. In another method, the

quality of a downlink may be measured by transmitting a

message requesting to measure the quality of the downlink



to the terminal and then demodulating a message received

from the terminal to measure the quality of the downlink.

In this case, the quality of the uplink may be measured

using a message reporting the downlink quality.

According to this embodiment, the first RS requests

the BS to measure the channel quality when a specific event

has occurred as described above. To make this request, the

first RS may transmit information regarding a specific

terminal that is in a poor connection state and may

transmit a channel status between the first RS and the

specific terminal and may also transmit a message

requesting the BS to measure the channel quality. After

receiving the channel quality measurement request message,

the BS may measure a channel quality between the first RS

and the BS or may measure a channel quality between the

terminal and the BS. For example, when an event occurs as

a quality level regarding an uplink signal quality between

the first RS and a terminal is reduced below a reference

value, the first RS reports the terminal, whose uplink

signal quality information has been reduced below the

reference value, to the BS. The term "signal quality

information" refers to information (or value) regarding the

signal quality such as CINR or RSSI information (or value) .

After receiving the report from the first RS, the BS may

request uplink signal quality information between the



terminal and an RS (for example, the second RS) adjacent to

the first RS or may request information regarding the

quality of direct uplink/downlink signals between the BS

and the terminal.

According to this embodiment, the first RS may

provide information regarding a second RS which relays

signals of the terminal to the BS when a specific event has

occurred. Specifically, when an event such as a reduction

in the channel quality between the first RS and the

terminal has occurred, the first RS can propose a candidate

RS that can relay the terminal. Through this operation,

the first RS can assist the BS in measuring the channel

quality. To propose the candidate RS, it is necessary for

the first RS to have information regarding RSs located

around the first RS. Accordingly, it is preferable that

the BS provide information regarding neighbor RSs located

around the first RS to the first RS. Preferably, the

information regarding RSs located around the first RS is

broadcasted. More preferably, the RS information is

repeatedly broadcasted at regular or irregular intervals.

More preferably, the neighbor RS information is information

regarding at least one RS. Upon the proposal of the

candidate RS, the BS may preferentially measure the channel

quality of the candidate RS. According to this embodiment,

the first RS may request the BS to preferentially measure



the channel quality with the terminal. If the first RS

requests the BS to measure a channel quality between the

terminal and the BS, the BS measures the channel quality

between the terminal and the BS. On the other hand, if the

first RS requests the BS to measure a channel quality

between the terminal and the second RS, the BS measures the

channel quality between the terminal and the second RS.

According to the present invention, the BS preferably

measures the channel quality according to the request of

the first RS and decides, based on the channel quality

measurement results, whether to allow the second RS to

perform relaying for the terminal, to allow the first RS to

continue relaying for the terminal, or to communicate

directly with the terminal. For example, the BS can select

one of the first and second RSs, which provides uplink

signal quality information that is equal to or higher than

the reference value and that is also higher than that of

the other RS, by comparing the uplink signal quality

information between the second RS and the terminal with the

uplink signal quality information between the first RS and

the terminal. In addition, if the channel quality between

the terminal and the BS is measured to be equal to or

higher than a specific threshold or to be higher than the

channel quality between the RS and the terminal, the BS may

communicate directly with the terminal without involving



the RS. In a method of deciding whether or not to

communicate directly with the terminal, the BS may use the

conventional CQICH channel and REP-REQ/RSP MAC management

message for the decision.

The RS may obtain the channel quality information

between the RS and the terminal when the BS requests the RS

to obtain. The RS may also previously obtain the channel

quality information before the BS makes the request and

then immediately report it to the BS upon the request of

the BS.

The procedure of this embodiment is activated when a

specific event has occurred as described above. The event

may occur when the channel quality between the first RS and

the terminal is reduced below a specific threshold. The

event may be repeated at predetermined time intervals and

may also be repeated at irregular time intervals. The

event may occur by a control message or the like from a

backbone network which controls the BS.

Examples in which the first RS requests the channel

quality of the terminal from the BS when the terminal is

present in the coverage of the BS will now be described.

(1) Example in which BS switches to communicate

directly with terminal (MS) while communicating with

terminal through RS:

If the terminal leaves the coverage of the first RS



to move to another area in the coverage of the BS while

receiving a service from the BS through the first RS, a

quality level regarding the uplink signal quality between

the first RS and the terminal is reduced. The first RS

then requests the BS to obtain information regarding a

direct uplink signal quality between the BS and the

terminal. After receiving the uplink signal quality

information from the terminal, the BS communicates directly

with the terminal without involving the RS if the direct

communication with the terminal is better.

(2) Example in which, while performing relaying for

terminal through one RS, BS performs handover to adjacent

RS:

If the terminal enters the coverage of the second RS

adjacent to the first RS while receiving a service from the

BS through the first RS, a quality level regarding the

uplink signal quality between the first RS and the terminal

is reduced. The first RS then requests the BS to obtain

information regarding an uplink signal quality between the

second RS and the terminal. After receiving the uplink

signal quality information between the second RS and the

terminal, the BS selects and allows one of the first and

second RSs, which provides a higher quality, to perform

relaying.

This embodiment suggests a process in which the first



RS reports information of the terminal to the BS when a

quality level regarding the uplink signal quality between

the first RS and the terminal is reduced below a reference

value, so that the BS can select an appropriate RS in the

coverage of the BS and decide whether or not to communicate

directly with the terminal and it is also possible to

increase the throughput and to ensure a seamless service.

FIG. 10 is an example of a communication system for

implementing an embodiment of the present invention. FIG.

11 is a process flow diagram according to the embodiment of

the present invention. How the communication system

operates according to this embodiment of the present

invention will now be described with reference to FIGs. 10

and 11. The example of FIG. 11 suggests a method for the

first RS reporting to the BS using an RS-REPORT MAC

management message according to this embodiment.

The communication system of FIG. 10 includes one BS

and two RSs (first and second RSs) and also includes at

least one terminal (first terminal) which communicates with

the first or second RS or the BS. When the first terminal

communicates with the BS through the first RS, a channel

status between the first terminal and the first RS may be

worsened below a reference value as the first terminal

moves to the coverage of the second RS while receiving a

service from the BS through the first RS. In this case,



the first RS reports to the BS. This reporting may include

transmitting a REP-REQ MAC message from the first RS to the

BS. When receiving the REP-REQ MAC message, the BS may

obtain a channel status between the first terminal and the

BS and a channel status between the second RS and the

terminal .

The process flow diagram of FIG. 11 will now be

described. The example of FIG. 11 can be applied when the

first terminal leaves the coverage of the first RS and

enters the coverage of the second RS.

The BS which communicates with the terminal will now

be referred to as a serving BS. The serving BS

communicates with the terminal using the first RS (SIlOl-

S1104) . That is, the first RS can relay data for the first

terminal. Specifically, the serving BS transmits data to

the first RS (SIlOl) and the first RS then transmits the

data to the first terminal (S1102) . Consequently, the

first terminal receives a service from the serving BS. The

first terminal transmits data to the first RS (S1103) and

the first RS then transmits the data to the serving BS

(S1104) .

If the first RS relays data in the above manner, the

first RS can measure a channel quality between the first

terminal and the first RS. The channel quality can be

repeatedly measured at irregular time intervals and can



also be measured by a control signal from an external node

such as a BS or a backbone network. When the channel

quality is measured, the RS checks whether or not the

measured channel quality has been reduced below a specific

reference value (S1105) . An uplink channel quality is

checked as an example of the channel quality in the

embodiment of FIG. 11.

When the channel quality is less than the reference

value, the first RS transmits a report message to the

serving BS (S1106) . The embodiment of FIG. 11 uses an RS-

REPORT MAC management message as the report message. The

report message includes a variety of information. In the

embodiment of FIG. 11, the report message includes

information regarding the channel quality between the first

RS and the first terminal.

If a channel quality regarding the uplink signal

quality of the first terminal received by the first RS

(i.e., information regarding the uplink signal quality

between the first terminal and the first RS) is less than

the reference value, the first RS may obtain information

regarding the uplink signal quality between the first

terminal and another RS (for example, the second RS)

adjacent to the first terminal in the serving BS. The

serving BS may also obtain information regarding the

channel quality between the first terminal and the serving



BS .

The serving BS assigns uplink resources to the first

terminal if the uplink signal quality reported from the

first RS is less than the reference value (S1107) .

The serving BS transmits a REP-RSDetect-REQ message,

which contains a request of the first RS requesting that

the uplink of the first terminal be monitored, to the

second RS (S1108) .

If the first terminal has data to be transmitted to

the serving BS after the serving BS assigns the uplink

resources to the first terminal at step S1107, the first

terminal transmits the data to the serving BS through the

assigned uplink resources (S1109) . When the first terminal

transmits data to the serving BS, the second RS checks

uplink signal quality information of the data received from

the first terminal (SlIlO) . The second RS transmits the

uplink signal quality information via a REP-RSDetect-RSP

message, which is a response to the uplink monitoring

request message (REP-RSDetect-REQ) , and transmits the REP-

RSDetect-RSP message to the serving BS (Sllll) .

If the first terminal has no data to be transmitted

to the serving BS after the serving BS assigns the uplink

to the first terminal at step S1107, the first terminal

performs periodic ranging. When the first terminal

performs periodic ranging, the first terminal transmits an



RNG-REQ message to the serving BS (S1112) . When the second

RS receives the RNG-REQ message from the first terminal,

the second RS can check the uplink signal quality

information of the first terminal (S1113) . The second RS

transmits the received signal quality information of the

first terminal through a REP-RSDetect-RSP message to the

serving BS (S1114) .

The serving BS may request the channel state

information directly from the first terminal without

involving the RS. In this case, the serving BS requests

uplink signal quality information of the first terminal by

transmitting a conventional REP-REQ message to the first

terminal. When the first terminal receives a REP-RSP

message from the serving BS (S1115), the first terminal

transmits information regarding the uplink signal quality

between the serving BS and the first terminal to the

serving BS through a REP-RSP message (S1116) . At step

S1116, the serving BS can also obtain information regarding

the signal quality of downlink and uplink channels present

in the cell area between the serving BS and the first

terminal .

After receiving the REP-RSDetect-RSP message from at

least one RS other than the first RS, the serving BS

compares the uplink signal quality information of the first

terminal transmitted from the first RS with uplink signal



quality information included in the REP-RSDetect-RSP

message (S1117). Based on the comparison, the serving BS

selects a specific RS, which provides uplink signal quality

information that is equal to or higher than the reference

value and that is also higher than that of other RSs, or

decides whether or not to communicate directly with the

first terminal. For example, when the channel quality

between the second RS and the first terminal is equal to or

higher than the reference value and the channel quality is

also the highest, the serving BS may allows the second RS

to perform relaying. In this case, the second RS performs

relaying (S1118 and S1119) .

Table 13 illustrates an example of the RS-REPORT MAC

management message used in the embodiment of FIG. 11.

[Table 13]



The first RS can transmit CINR or RSSI information to

the serving BS by transmitting the message of Table 13

containing the CINR or RSSI information to the serving BS.

The CINR or RSSI is only an example of a parameter

indicating the channel quality and the message may contain

other types of parameters. The RS-REPORT MAC management

message of Table 13 is an example of a message reporting

information regarding the first terminal and the channel

quality between the first terminal and the first RS and the

message of Table 13 may contain other information. The

first RS can help the serving BS check the channel quality

by transmitting information regarding the second RS to the

serving BS as described above and the message of Table 13

may also contain information regarding RSs located around

the first RS. In addition, the first RS may request the

serving BS to preferentially check the channel quality for

the first terminal as described above. The priority

regarding the channel quality checking may be included in

the message of Table 13. For example, the priority order

may be set so that the serving BS first checks a channel

quality for direct communication with the terminal and then



checks a channel quality for relaying through the RS.

The present invention provides a method for reporting

a channel status in a communication system including a

relay station, which has a variety of advantages.

For example, a base station (BS) decides whether to

perform direct communication or relay communication with a

terminal and controls the communication in a broadband

wireless access system, thereby increasing the throughput.

The present invention also suggests a method in which

a relay station (RS) reports information regarding the

uplink signal quality between a mobile terminal and the RS

to a BS. When an RS is provided between the BS and a

mobile terminal, this method allows the BS to efficiently

decide whether or not to allow the RS to perform relaying

for the terminal. Accordingly, the BS can provide a

seamless service and the coverage of the BS can be

increased and the service can also be provided normally

even in shadow areas. In addition, the BS can perform

group-based management of mobile terminals that receive

services from the BS through RSs, thereby allowing

efficient resource distribution of the BS and also reducing

power consumption of mobile terminals.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that

various modifications and variations can be made in the

present invention without departing from the spirit or
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scope of the invention. Thus, it is intended that the

present invention cover the modifications and variations of

this invention provided they come within the scope of the

appended claims and their equivalents.



What is Claimed is :

1 . A method for relay communication in a broadband

wireless access system having a relay station, the method

comprising :

acquiring information regarding a channel status

between a base station and a terminal;

if the information regarding the channel status

between the base station and the terminal satisfies a

specified condition, acquiring information regarding a

channel status between the relay station and the terminal;

comparing the channel status between the base station

and the terminal with the channel status between the relay

station and the terminal; and

performing direct communication or relay

communication between the base station and the terminal,

according to the comparison.

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the information

regarding the channel status between the base station and

the terminal is acquired using a signal transmitted via a

CQICH.

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the information

regarding the channel status between the base station and

the terminal is acquired through a MAC management message.



4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the direct

communication is performed when the channel status between

the base station and the terminal is better than the

channel status between the relay station and the terminal .

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the relay

communication is performed when the channel status between

the relay station and the terminal is better than the

channel status between the base station and the terminal.

6 . A method for relay communication in a broadband

wireless access system having a relay station, the method

comprising:

periodically acquiring a channel status between a

base station and a terminal and a channel status between

the relay station and the terminal;

comparing the channel status between the base station

and the terminal with the channel status between the relay

station and the terminal/ and

performing direct communication or relay

communication between the base station and the terminal,

according to the comparison.

7 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the information



regarding the channel status between the base station and

the terminal is acquired using a signal transmitted via a

CQICH.

8 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the information

regarding the channel status between the base station and

the terminal is acquired via a MAC management message.

9 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the direct

communication is performed when the channel status between

the base station and the terminal is better than the

channel status between the relay station and the terminal.

10. The method of claim 6 , wherein the relay

communication is performed when the channel status between

the relay station and the terminal is better than the

channel status between the base station and the terminal .

11. A method for reporting a channel status in a

communication system having at least one relay station

including a first relay station communicating with a base

station and at least one terminal, the method comprising:

measuring a channel quality with a first terminal;

and

comparing the measured channel quality with a



threshold and transmitting a report message to the base

station according to the comparison,

wherein the report message is a message requesting

the base station to measure a channel quality of a second

relay station communicating with the base station and the

first terminal communicating with the base station.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the report

message includes information regarding the channel quality.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the report

message includes information regarding the first terminal.

14. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

receiving information regarding at least one relay

station located around the first relay station from the

base station,

wherein the report message includes information

regarding the at least one relay station located around the

first relay station.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein, if the base

station transmits data through the first relay station

according to the report message, the method further

comprises:



receiving data for the first terminal from the base

station; and

transmitting the received data to the first terminal.

16. method for reporting a channel status in a

communication system having a base station communicating

with at least one terminal and at least one relay station,

the method comprising:

receiving, by the base station, a report message

requesting the base station to measure a channel quality

from a first relay station, wherein the first relay station

performs relaying for a first terminal; and

measuring a channel quality of the at least one the

first terminal and a second relay station according to the

report message.

17 . A method for reporting a channel status in a

communication system having at least one relay stations and

at least one base station, the method comprising:

transmitting, by a mobile station, data to a first

relay station; and

receiving, by the mobile station, data transmitted

through a data path, wherein the data path is selected

based on a first channel quality which is measured using

the transmitted data,



wherein the data path is selected based on comparison

of the first channel quality with a second channel quality

between the terminal and one of the base station and a

second relay station.
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